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To My Fellow Graduates, 
Over the years I've collected postcards from different 
places I've traveled too. While a postcard is merely a 
piece of paper with a cliche picture on the front, hidden 
between the lines printed on it are memories that will 
never be forgotten. Each destination has a memory I've 
carried with me through life. 
Memories are what life's all about, right? Think back on 
your four years here at UNH. I bet those are some of the 
best times you've had in your entire life. College is the 
experience of a lifetime. You meet a variety of people, 
and often those people are from other states. The friends 
you've made here, you'll probably stay in contact with. 
Essentially, you might have friends all over the states. 
When we graduate, we are all going to disperse 
throughout the country. Back to our houses or moving to 
a new place to start careers. But within the pages of this 
book are memories that will always connect us, no matter 
where we end up. 
So think of this book as your own personal postcard; 
bound between these pages is the postcard that holds 
your memories of your four years in college. 
Congratulations class of 2013, we did it! 





Dear Class of 2013, 
As you look through the pages of The Granite, I trust that the 
images of campus life will evoke wonderful memories of your time at 
UNH. I imagine that you may also revisit these pages decades from 
now, marvel at all that you have accomplished academically, and 
reflect on the rewarding opportunities you enjoyed as proud 
graduates of UNH. 
But as these yearbook images suggest, your single most 
meaningful- and important- memories will be of the enduring 
friendships you forged here. 
No doubt, many of you will remain close for life. You will share 
remarkable ups, and some downs, both personal and professional. 
Some of you may find yourselves working together, perhaps even 
starting your own businesses as partners. You may devote your lives 
to public service, pursue further education and network with each 
throughout your careers- even into retirement! 
Among you are those who will remain in New Hampshire to live, 
work and contribute to your communities. Others will establish new 
lives in the farthest corners of the world. 
No matter where life takes you, UNH will always be your connection 
to each other. As alumni, you are now part of a community of more 
than 120,000 educated, enlightened and caring citizens who also got 
a great start here. I trust that you will stay connected through UNH, 
and that you will become active and engaged alumni in support of 
your alma mater. 
Finally, I want to thank you for inspiring me, and all of us- faculty, 
staff, volunteers, friends and partners- who serve on behalf of the 
UNH community. We are so proud of you and grateful for all your 
hard work, compassion and friendship; and you can always be proud 
of UNH. 
With best wishes, 
Mark W. Huddleston 
President 
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HeY Morn! 
MaY DaY carnival was today! It was 
so fun. 
Avenue Q 
Avenue Q is a part flesh, part felt and packed with 
heart. it tells the timeless story of a recent college 
grad named Princeton who moves into a shabby 
New York apartment alll the way out on Avenue Q. 
BSD Fashion Show 
the most prominent event put on bY the Black Student 
Union. All proceeds weTe donated to ·0peratlon -s\eSSlnl!" 
Bill Clinton 
Former President, Bill Clinton spoke at UNH on October 3, 
2012 in an attempt to sway undecided voters to re-elect Barrack 
Obama in the 2012 presidential election. 
Color Run 
Comedian Kyle Grooms 
Dance Showcase 
55 
srate !tl§:bruaf}~(! annum 
was hosted by the UNH Alliance. This event 
ce of all those sta ding~gainst gender norms,. 
against gender 
Harlem Shake 
The Brothers of Sigma Chl hosted their philanthropy on 
February 26, 2013 ln the granite state room. A great time 
was had by all while dancing to the Harlem Shake. All proceeds 
from the event went to the Huntsman Cancer Center and the 
Chlldrens Miracle Netwrok. 
Homecoming 
UNH gave a warm welcome to alumni October, 
12-14 on homecoming weekend. A weekend 
filled with reminiscing football, tailgating, 









Hosted by the Hamel Recreation Center, on January 28th, 
2013. Students participated in dozens of games and events. 
Octo-pella 
Pl 1'atlt>a Nlt>ba neld thelr annual t>blJatltbrOt>Y, l'\].<.es 0ream G\rl 
on februal'V 25th \n the GSR. W\th a great turnout, all t>roceedS 




Tie Dye Fest 
70 
Popular DJ, Tiesto, takes his talent to the 
Whittemore Center on February 22, 2013 hosting 
the" Club Life College Invasion Tour" 
University Day 
Alpha Sigma Phi's 
Pie Eating Contest 

tJeyDadl This Mckey season was a lot of fun 
to watch! Casey oeSmith set a new 
record at UNtl for most consecutive 
minutes going by without letting a 
goal in the net! I hope you will be 
able to come next year and watch a 
game with me. 
MEN'S 
Chris Orozco, Chandler 
Rhoads, Jordan Bronner, 
Logan Mortenson, Tommy 
McDonnell, Frank Okeke, 
Partick Kanan, Ferg 
Myrick, Scott Morris, Matt 
Miller, Chris Matagrano 




































Elise Beattie, Brianna Boden, Meagan Boucher, Julia Credendino, Laura Rose Donegan, Kiley Donohue, 
Lucy Garfield, Alex Giese, Caroline Hammond, McKenzie Haney, Carissa Hodgdon, Brittany Hunt, Darcy 
James, Lindsey Judge, Cassie Kruse, Margaret Lubanko, Keely Maguire, Gabby Mancuso, Haley 
Margareci, Brenna McLaughlin, Ashley Mullaney, Colleen O'Dowd, Kayla Pellegrini, Erin Phillips, Jaden 
Riendeau, Megan Ross, Claire Ruff, Chelsey Serrano, Megan Trow, Anne Twombly, Kellie Walker, Dean 
Bhatt, Ben Bunell, Spencer Karey, Zachary Chabot, John Corona, Daniel DeCrescenzo, Ethan Dionne, 
Sam Gagnon, David Gervais, Kevin Greene, Nathaniel Hathaway, Joseph Jourdain, Aiden Kimbal, Sean 
Leighton, Brendan McCarthy, Luke Miller, Jeff Moretti , John Prizzi , David Regan, Michael Ryan, Louis 
Saviano, Cory Sinotte, Eric Stys, Patrick Taft, Jeremy Wildgoose 

Carlie Tarbell, Mary Quill, 
Mackenzie Joyce, Kellie 
Joyce, Lynne Lehman, 
Claire Grogan, Chandler 
Giese, Maegan Grew, Meg 
Flatley, Melyssa Woods, 
Emma Erler, Taylor Rideout, 
Christine Albertelli, Hannah 
Richard, Casey Pohlmeyer, 
Meg Carroll, Megan Bozek, 
Cari Pasternak, Emma 
Compagna, Molly Heaney, 





Manny Asam, Sean GoJd,lch, Kyon TayJo,, Ja,ed AI/Json, Lama, 
Edmonds, B,ad P,asky, he WI/I/ams, Adam Riese, Mike MacArthu,, 
Andy Val/as, R.J. Hanis, Nick Cefalo, Hayden Ja,d/ne, Mike De T mla, 
Cam Seymou,, Chris Mcco,m/ck, Ryan Lynch, Steven Thames, 
Nico SteritJ, Dougie Moss, Mike Kelly, Khyheem Finley, Dallon 
Cmssan, Casey DeAnd,ade, Jim Ea,Jey, Chris Set/an, Ch,Js 
Be,ange,, Ray Ramos, Jimmy Owens, Keith Pa,k/nson, Steve 
Col/Jste,, Ka/JJ BaJJey, Ch,Js Houston, Anthony Pante, Eric Bu,gos, 
Tim Pike, Ho,ace Chalstmm, Aki/ Anderaon, Ma,k Ace/no, Dab 
UkwuanJ, Dan/el Rowe, Hayden Knudson, Anthony Guidice, Ryan 
FeneJJ, Shane McNeely, Tad McNeely, Ha,,y Theodhos/, Jay 
Colbert, Devaughn Cho/Jette, Kevin McNaJJy, Sean Mccann, Matt 
Kaplan, Sean Ryan, Geo,ge Kallas, Ricky A,che,, Tim Johnson, 
Seamus O'Neil/, Curtis Neale,, Jesse TmttJe,, Alexande, Mon/JJ, 
Mike Coccia, Ryan Welch, Rashid A,mand, And,ew Laude,dale, 
Alex Blane, Zach Hundertma,k, Rob Bowman, Austin Hete,, Cam 
Sho,ey, Justin Mello, Jimmy GJansante, Tim Farina, B,Jan Ciccone, 
Ekene Nwokoye, Jo,dan Powell, Ham/d Spea,s, Jimmy Val/as, 
JulJJan T ume,, Joe GhJJonJ, Cody MuJJe,, Robbie Zauck, Danny Rl/ey, Christian Br da 

WOMEN'S 
Jen Aucoin , Kelsey Aucoin , Hannah Barile, 
Lauren Brodie, Rebekah Bubnar, Catarina 
Broccoli , Courtney Connors, Alie Davis, 
Austyn Fobes, Kayla Gray, Adrienne Hill , 
Jillian Hudson, Cassy Izzo, Erin Machado, 
Becca Marrama, Jannelle Minicello, Brittany 
Prestia, Alexa Profit, Erika Rudiger, Elissa 
Solomon, Courtney Thompson 

Eric Knodel, Trevor van Riemsdyk, Harry Quast, Jamie Hill, Matt Williows, 
Dalton Speelman, Justin Agosta, Dan Correale, Maxim Gaudreault, Jay 
Camper, Jeff Silengo, Casey Thrush, Nick Sorkin, Brett Pesce, Kyle Smith, 
Collin MacDonald, Kevin Goumas, Grayson Downing, Casey DeSmith, Jamie 
Regan, Jeff Wyer, Ryan Randall 

Marie-Eve Jean, Brynia Bogan, Haley Breedlove, Heather Kashman, Katie Brock, 
Jonna Curtis, Sara Carlson, Arielle O'Neill, Lauren Kirwan, Kristina Lavoie, Kristine 
Horn, Bryanna Farris, Megan Armstrong, Brtittney Redlick, Nicole Gifford, Jenna 
Lascelle, Paige Coloubef, Kailey Chappell, Jessica Hitchcock, Jess Ryan, Caroline 
Broderick, Kayla Mork, Alexis Crossley, Emma Jonassen, Hannah Armstrong, Katie 
Kleinendorst, Moe Bradley, jenn Gilligan, Vilma Vadttovaara 

WOMEN'S 
Gen Eby, Becca Graves, Meghan Bridges, Laura Puceia, Molly Gaffey, 
Rachael Nock, Amber Casiano, Casey Doyle, Laura McHoul, Chelsea 
Cyester, Jenny Simpson, Brooke McGillis, Cara Dowdle, Kayleigh 
Hinkle, Jamie DePetris, Hannah Wohltmann, Nicole Grote, Emma 
Rossi , Trinity Scanlon, Brittany Conner, Ally Stager, Cori Rees, Emma 
Kriss, Kathleen O'Keefe, Taylor Hurwitz 

MEN 1S & WOMEN 1S 
---
Geoff Bonewald, Max Christman, Sam Coffey, Eric Coffin, Eirik Fosnaes, Gavin Hess, Kris Hopkins, 
Charlie Kidd, Chad Lawrence, Per Lindgren, Curtis Lush, Charles Mcconville, Will Myer, Roin O'Grady, 
Jay Oliver, Sam Reed, Johnny Springer. Caroline Barry, Kelly DiNapoli, Katie Farrow, Claire Galvin, 
Lizzie Gill, Celine Guilmineau, Laura Halupowski, Elizabeth Izzo, Jenna Kantor, Morgan Klein, Katrin 
Larusson, Anne Miller, Shannon Nadeau, Molly Newman, Dana Roch, Laura Rozinowicz, Annika 
Taylor, Randa Teschner, Teagan Yutrzenka, Caite Zeliff 

MEN'S 
Travis Worra, Ryan McNabb, Kevin Andino, Gustav Nilsson, Aj Albers, Paul Bianchi, Andrew Chaput, 
David Schlatter, Jesus Tudela, Angel Maldonado, Cameron Bielski, Blake Dawn, Adrien Lumumba, 
Charlie Roche, Josh Bronner, Robert Palumbo, Aaron Smith, Jeffery Turner, Chris Wild, Lukas Goerlgk, 
Connor Pauley, Jordan Thomas, Matthew Weinstein, Cody Cormier, Alex Hussein, Ryan Carpenter, 
Byron Greenwood, Ugochukwu Uche, Clint Caso, Riley Ellis, Gunnar Ericsson, Karl Frisk, Elijah Leverett, 
Erik Martel, Will Szoztkiewicz, Duff Thomson 

WOMEN'S 
Sarah Dobush, Hannah Blondin, Melissa Gloekler, Colleen Murray, 
Elizabeth Curry, Madeline Christ, Kirstyn Corder, Kelsi O'Neil , Allie 
Coppenrath, Orea Noqueira, Jenna Shaddock, Chelsea Kuss, Brianna 
Spitler, Tara Fraprie, Kristi Zarrilli , Cassandra Prario, Kennedy 
Nickerson, Monique LaMotte, Gabrielle Sloan, Kelly Spencer, Meghan 





Nicole Anderson, Kyle Bonas, 
Jenna Bull, Bernadette Byrne, 
Bettina Caspersen, Oneida 
Cooper, Katie Keefer, Emily 
Magnavita, Katie Mann, Lauren 
McCandless, Adria Morales, 
Allison Morales, Ellen Pelletier, 
Shelli Reed, Jenni Roberts, 
Megan Suffel, Jane Tighe, 
Sydeny Tirbou, Kathryn Violette, 
Nicole Zarika 

MEN 1S & WOMEN 1S 
nu &- R.t __ ,,,_,_ __ 
Victor Adejuyigbe, Ethan Dionne, Chris Dupris, David Gervais, Jason 
Guarente, Matthew Guarente, Kent Harlow, Max Hoddwells, George 
Jumpp, Joseph Lemay, Cameron Lyle, Michael Ryan, Louis Saviano, Cory 
Sinotte, Meagan Boucher, Allison Brehm, Marie Collins, Melanie Frazier, 
Lucy Garfield, Kaitlin Joseph, Keely Maquire, Colleen Manna, Rosemary 
Reed, Jaden Riendeau , Claire Ruff, Keyla Salazar, Megan Trow 

MEN 1S & WOMEN 1S 
~ 
Sam Henke, Madison Lightfoot, Taylor Dunklau, Abby 
Brinkman, Katie Sattora, Tori Forrest, Brenna Buckwalter, 
Cassidy Croci, DestineyTolliver, Maggie Kenney, Delaney 
Dameron, Jessie Schnepp, Morgan Thatcher, Elizabeth 
Kennerly, Jansan Falcusan 
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Best +. Buddies t§1'~n international l . 
non-profit organization dedicated 
to establishing opportunities for i · , , ·; 
one to one friendships, social , ' , · 
participation, and inclusion for I 
individuals with intellectual and/ 
or developmental disabilities. Best 
Buddies UNH has recently been 
coined as an expansion chapter . . f 
There is no state office in New 
Hampshire, but there have been c;: 
many efforts across our state to 
start an office in the coming years. M ~al!IIICl!!!C!C!!:l!llll!Jl!qlllll!!!C!C!!BDlll!!llllll!Bll!lllll!llllllilll;B!I"'~• 
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The main focus of Alpha Kappa Psi is to provide leadership development, personal and 
professional training and the fundamental ingredient higher education misses-
experience. Through professional development, educational programs, community 
service and a hands-on application of formal education, Alpha Kappa Psi students use 
the business skills they are taught in the classroom to acquire life skills such as the art 
of compromise, consensus building, project management, team building and networking. _ 
ll[Ul\l I l:.flU~J 
109 
110 
Wildcat Marching Band 
The University of New Hampshire Wildcat Marching Band, or 'WMB," has 
a tradition of being one of the most spirited organizations on campus. 
Made up of students from the entire campus, with majors ranging from 
musk education and performance to mechanical engineering and equine 
science, the WMB performs at all home football games and several other 
regional exhibitions and parades. 
Toe -pur-pose of thls 
organlzatlon ls to s-prea~ 
awareness and lnterest o 
lrlsh Dance as an art form 
d to -promote frlendshl-ps 
an mmon 
through thls co 
. t This club ls full of 1nteres • 
th and leadershl-p teamwo 1'., 
whUe hel-plng those 
wantlng to lm-prove thelt 
dance. 
,nnoUS 
~1 Anon, , ../t· Improv 
UNHis mous AnonY. :prov lm11-rov d onlY. lm 
H's one an ToeY. 
UN Troupe. d'/ 
Comedy , -rov come 
f otm 1m\1 , the MUB r,et eeklY. 1n 
shows w t Center. , men Ente-rta1n 
Off the Qef began its formation In the fall of 2009. By rounding up many 
friends, the group commenced their Journey and started rehearsing music fn 
the basement of Jessie Doe Hall at UNH. Later, the group moved to Sere Band 
has finally made a home in Mills Hall. ln March 2010, Off the Qef became a 
newly recognized organization at the University of New Hampshire. This 
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UNH~s oldest and largest ! · ...... . . 
envlfonmental - activism . - " 
organization .. here at UNH., 
they're a _student run org 
dedicated to educating students, 
faculty, and Durham residents on 
the . impact of sustainabUlty 
initiatives. ' They ~ost\\.lt 
Trasfl.2Jr,ea§ure (a studerl ru'ti, 
campus wide effort to deqease 
waste .n am us) and Solatfest 
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The University of New Hampshire College Republicans advocate 
conservative thoughts and principles on the University of New 
Hampshire college campus. lts members foster a positive 
environment for Republican ideals. 
k Club ls a 
UNrl rtamn:~:dents -who 
gtoU-P of gulaT bas\s to 
meet on a ye d each 
tute an 
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The intent of the UNH Lunabotlcs T earn QunaCats) is to promote interest In 
space exploration and In robotics. The LunaCats team alms to Incorporate UNH 
students from a Wide range of backgrounds throughout the process of 
promoting, managing and fabricating the lunar robot and to promote interest 
In space exploration and robotics within regional K-12 students through outreach activities. 
J 15 
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STAND, the student-led division of the United to End Genocide (formerly 
Genocide lntervention Network), envisions a world in which the 
international community protects civilians from genocidal violence. At its 
core, their mission is to empower individuals and communities with the 
tools to prevent and stop genocide. They seek to unite students around 
the world in a permanent anti-genocide constituency. 
Genna · 
Cl b ls an German u 
ganlzatlon for people 
or t German 
lnterested n 
language and culture. Tuey 
meet to dlscuss homework 
and study for tests, as well 
watch German films, 
as d abroad 
dlscuss stu Y. 
nd talk opportunltles a 
about current events. 
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m:munity an co 
Mens Ultimate Frisbee Team 
UNH Men's Ultimate ls a club sport for those interested playtng 
competitive Ultimate Frisbee. They practice 3-4 times per week 
throughout both Fall and Spring semesters and attend tournments roughly 
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At1Uve N;inds '\:is: a campus 
ctlapter ~! a,,, nation wide 
organizat1on that loo'ks to 
promote mental health 
awareness and ed cation 
within and around the UNH 
campus. Through increased 
education and awareness ,,,,. 
they hope to end the stig}P.a\! 
that surrounds mental lllness 
and prevents people from 
· speaklng ui2, and seeking 
./. <.. r 
treatment, 1 \)\ 
,or .... ;~·ii 
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Club Managers Association of America, UNH student chapter, brings s~udents o eth~ \~--
~ . . .. 
to network with club managers throughout the· ount increase knowledge o · lvate:.-, -, 
clubs by tourl~ local clubs and bringing in dqb Managf rS to ,.speak with stude t . : ~ --;. . 'r-
group ls one of the best ways "to network wit - club fuanagers across the country a d.J§.~_; .. 





Anime club is a social organization that brings together people who have the 
common interest in the ever increasing popular genre of Japanese animation. 
Anime club has events within the club to develop a closer relationship with each 
club member from group activities such as improvisation to video game 
tournament. Anime club is also here to spread this artistic medium on campus. 
Anime club observes Anime throughout the history and how impacted art styles 
across the world. To further enrich students in the anime subculture Anime club 
attend Anime conventions that cater to fan of the genre. 
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Student Organizattan 
for Health Leadership 
Student Organization for Health Leadership (SOHL) is an organization in which 
Health Management and Policy students can collaborate to achieve and 
promote academic, personal, and professional excellence. 
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Aspiring Hands Halloween Carnival 
Aspiring Hands U-Day 
CMAA Oldest Country Club Field Trip 
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Aspiring Hands winning the 2013 
Community Service Award 
Outing Club, Mt. Jackson Field Trip 
Outing Club, Jackson Work Trip 
Outing Club, Mt. Jackson Field Trip 
Outing Club U -Day 
I am so happy I chose 
Leadership Training as my first 
Outing Club trip ever during 
the fall of my sophomore year. 
Over that weekend I met some 
incredible people and formed 
friendships that made my time 
at UNH unforgettable. 
Through becoming a leader, I 
found a place in the Outing 
Club family and have felt 
welcome since day one! I'll 
remember the times I spent 
hiking around the Whites, 
leading a freshman trip to 
Baxter State Park, and skiing 
with fellow NHOCers 1n 
Colorado for a very long time. 
Sophie Burke 
(Outing Club 4 year member) 
125 
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The Grind is an open mic night coffee house 
where anyone is welcome to sign up and 
perform. This event is put on by the Campus 
Activities Board or CAB. 
Active Minds 
Men's ultimate frisbee team at the New England Open 2013 
Elite Open, Men's ultimate frisbee team came in second place at High Tide 
127 
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Sisters in Step Fall 2012 show 
UNH Stand U-Day table 
Sisters in Step Fall 2012 show, the theme was 'there's a 
first time for everything' 
United to end Genocide action summer 
UNH Stand I mprov Anonymous 
UNH's Solarfest put on by Student 
Environment Action Coalition 
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Pre-Dental Society at a Connecticut mission 
of mercy dental clinic 2012 
UNH Peace and Justice League 
· made this structure, which resemble 
a graduation cap, this 2012/2013 
school year. It is made out of 32,000 
pencils, which resembles the money 
amount that most kids are in debt after 
college is over. They set this on 
Thompson Hall lawn in the middle of 
campus for students to see and make 
them aware of the future that they will 
most likely endure, to some extent, 
after graduating. 
College Republicans with Senator Kelly Ayotte 
United Asian Coalition member 
with their stand at U-Day 
College Republicans with Senator John 
Thune and Governor Bobby Jindal 
Communications Director Phil 
Boynton, Sen. Marco Rubio and Vice 
President Elliot Gault 
College Republicans working the Mitt Romney 
phone bank during the 2012 elections 
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Hey mom, College haS been great so far! l decided to 
go through recruitment for Greek life. l 
joined Alpha Phi and I have,alreadY made 
so manY friends! We participated in a 
race called Allie's race in Massachusetts, 
which was very fun as well as important 
to all of our sisters. l miss you a Jot! 
Love AlWays, 
Ali 
- ¾ Alpha Chi Omega 
Domestic Violence 
"Together Let Us Seek Heights" 
Alpha Pht -
Woman's Heart Health 
, "Union Hand and Hand" 
5 
~ , 
~lpha ~xl Delta 
Autism Speaks 
"The Pen is Mightier Than The Sword" --~ 
~ 
-hi · ·mega 
Make-,A-Wlsh Foundatlo 
~ 
"To be womanly aiWays,~ 
o be discoura ed never" 
American Cancer Society 
"Wh™at is possible has been done, what is impossible must be done" 
1Kappa Delta 
Preyent~Child Abuse America, Girl Scouts of USA, Children's Hospital 
f4 
"Let Us Strive for that which is Honorable, Beautiful, and Highest" 
cereorate. 
- p a a 
First Book, Reading ls Fundamental 
"Man " --
2\lpha Gamma Rho 
Leukemia-Lymphoma So~iety 
"To make better men ... " 
~ 
Alpha Sigma Phi 
The Lance Armstrong Foundation 
"To better the man" 
"" 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
4 
North American Food Drive 
"Every Man a Man" 
, Phi Mu Delta 
St. Jude's Children Research Hospital 
, "Brotherhood, Service, Democracy" 
. "app ·· 1 
~ 
Make-A-Wish. Foundatio 




"Leaders by .,C 
Sigma Nlpha Epsilon 
Pink Ribbon, New Hampshire Breast Cancer Coalition 
"Building Balanced Leaders for the World's Communities" 
lgma Cht Jlj .. 
Children's Miracle Network, Huntsman Cancer Institute 
"' 
"In This Sign You Will Conquer" 
"$i:gma Pht~Epsilon 
Pit1~., Ribb~on,, New Hamp'shire Breast Cancer Coalition 
"Builaing Balaqced Leaders for the World's Communities" 
Alzheimer's Foundation 
"Not for wealth, rank, or honor, hut for -


_ ,, st~ 
. . . . . 
~ :i 
Luis Fortes 
Emily Varnese & Allison Dorherty 




we did it! here's to the rest of our 
uves! 

1.ive as \f 'lou wete to 
d\e tomottoW , \eatn as 
\f 'lou wete to \\ve 
fotevet. 
Amanda Abbott Lydia Abend Chayanna Acevedo Mary Katherine Achor Eyad Achraf 
Jeff Agnew Christian Ahearn Maria Aiello Lucas Aiken Raya Al Hashmi 
Caroline Alaimo Anthony Albano Danelis Alejo Matthew Alessandro Christopher Allen 
Alex Anderson Stephanie Andrade Nicole Annis Amanda Annum Alex April 
Leeanna Arcand Gabrie Archambault Allyson Arria Joseph Arsenault Matthew Arsenault 
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Kari Baker Kelsey Baker Michael Balch Lauren Banker Emily Baratta 
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Joshua Beaucher lngrid Becker Jennings Becker Josh Beckwith Ryan Bell 
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Christine Bellis Katherine Benettieri. Rebecca Bennett Matthew Bentley Kayla Benuck 
Anna Berg Peter Bergeron Kristen Berube Jeremy Bibeau Michelle Bi.beau 
Drummond Biles Krysta Bilodeau Hilary Bird Jonathan Bishop Catherine Blanchard 
Chad Bockus Joe Bodwell Jonathan Boghigian Raymond Boghos Krogh Bonaparte 
Amy Booth Romina Borbotsi.na Anthony Bosco Angelina Bossone Alexandra Bouchard 
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Courtney Bouchard Catherine Bousquet Lisa Boyer Megan Brabec Andrew Brady 
Molly Branch Ruthanne Breen Elliot Brewster Benjamin Briggs Peter Brigham 
Annmarie Britton Tyler Brnger Jessi.ca Broderick Nina Brofskey Elizabeth Brooks 
Emilee Brooks Laura Brooks Mackenzie Brooks Christopher Brown Hillary Brown 
Laura Brown Sean Brown Anthony Brownell Ariel Buchholz Brittny Buck 
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Caitlin Buckley Garrett Buckley Kayla Bullock Bryan Bunker Elizabeth Burgess 
Sophia Burke Jenna Burns Kayla Bushway Jacob Buskey Joshua Butterworth 
Sofia Cadlme Molly Cahill Mary Callaghan Jack Callahan Parker Callahan 
Brian Caluorl Erin Cameron Kate Cameron Alkier Camonayan Andy Campbell 
Matthew Campbell Stephan Campbell Justin Cannon Jennifer Caponetti Jason Carace 
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Erin Carey Katherine Carey Alyssa Carlson Shaun Caron Rachel Carroll 
William Carroll Matthew Casazza Allison Casey Chelsey Casey Devon Casey 
Devon Cassidy Marissa Cassity Nick Castaldi Lia Castner Laura Castracone 
Angela Castrigno Aidan Cecchetti Michael Cerulli Joshua Chabot Jennifer Chamberlin 
Matt Champagne Scott Champange Kailey Chappell Gina Chaput 
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Michael Cohn Suzanne Colarusso Brad Coletta Lucianne Collado Devan Collins 
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Sarah Collins Shane Collins Derek Colwell Kathryn Comeau Ryan Comeli.sser 
Heather Comstock Bailey Comyns Christopher Connolly Kelsey Connors Jessi.ca Cook 
Zachary Cook Max Cooper Jilli.an Corcoran Dana Corey Kyle Cormier 
Lloyd Cornel Matthew Coroni.s Ethan Cote Kristen Cote Matthew Cotton 
Darren Coughlin Hollie Couture Beth Cowan Cai.ti.lyn Coye Courtney Crai.te 
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Melissa Cripps Taylor Cross Samantha Croteau Katelyn Crouch Adam Crowther 
Marissa Cuda Bethany Culbertson Samantha Cunic Cameron Cunningham Christine Curtain 
Kelly Cusolito Bryan Custer Travis Dadoly Kaitlin Daigle Jaclyn Daigneault 
Jordan Daiphinais Alexandra Dambrosio Carmelina Dandretti Nhieu Dang Nicole Danis 
Kelly Darezzo Matthew Dario Neil Davis Samantha Davis Meghan Dawley 
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Dani.el Day Niki.ta Debarros Hannah Debenedi.ctls Devin Defusco Jenni.fer Degi.useppe 
David Dela Rosa Ni.ck Dellacava Brianna Deluca Michael Demasco Kara Dempsey 
Matthew Denaro Charles Denault Jayme Denisco Amanda Dennehy Laura Dennison 
Elizabeth Devincenzo Christine Devlin Kristopher Devolder Sara Dillingham Elyse Dion 
Ethan Dionne Greg Disanto Lindsay Ditullio Lyndsey Ditullio Michael Dixey 
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Zachary Driscoll Daniel Dubois Danielle Duchesne Sarah Dudek Mary Duke 
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Christine Dumais Stephanie Dunbar Michael Duncan Braedon Dunfey 
Beatrice Dunnavan Derek Dupuis Jill Dusseault Bonnoie Duval Timothy Eagan 
Jeremy Eckmalr Danielle Eddows Julianne Edwards Alexandra Eicher Natasha El-Massin 
Jedidiah Elliott Betsy Ellsworth Noha Elmohands Brittany Emerson Amy Emmons 
Nick Erickson Emma Erler Kathleen Ernsting Eric Escobar Jason Evancic 
164 
Robert Evans Matt Facey Jennifer Fallon William Farrell Bryanna Farris 
Steven Favazza Kristen Fecci.a Sara Fechner Michelle Fecteau Lydia Ferland 
Brett Ferrell Julie Fick Justine Field Kassandra Field Linda Fineberg 
Garrett Finn Alyssa Finnegan Willi.am Finneran Courtney Firestine Addie Fisher 
Taylor Fi.ttro Jacob Fitzgerald David Fitzpatrick Kayla Flagg Brendan Flaherty 
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Andrew Fuller Anne Fuller Sage Gale Goran Galic Geoffrey Gallo 
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Jenna Gao Quingli Gao Stephanie Garcia Andrew Garcia Leoni Matthew Garczynski 
Kelsey Gardner Kathryn Garland Chloe Garrage Ryerson Garrett Callie Garrison 
Jacob Garstin Emmalee Garvin Emily Gatsas Kelsey Gaudet Nicole Gaudette 
lan Gaudreau Ashley Gelinas Nathan Gendron Brittany George Ruth George 
Allana Gerton David Gervais Katie Gibbs Alyssa Gilbert Laura Gilbert 
167 
Michael Gi.lbody Jeffrey Gi.lchri.st Lauren Giles Lea Girard Mari.a Girardin 
Alison Glass Valerie Goeman Brett Goldman Nicole Golinski Paige Goloubef 
Annie Gonsalves Stephen Goodrow David Gordon Colleen Gorman Elisse Goss 
Sarah Goudreault Danielle Govan Lydia Gove Emily Grady Patrick Grady 
Chelsea Grande Kayleigh Greaney Anna Greeley Bryon Greenwood Stephen Griffin 
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Liz Griffith Emily Groth Brittany Groulx Katherine Grzejka Jason Guarente 
Matthew Guarente Alex Guiliano Andrew Guilliams David Guilmette Ellyse Guinan 
Elizabeth Guiney Ryan Gulla Charles Gurney Christina Haack Dana Haas 
Reem Haddad Ashley Haigh Nicholas Haller James Halsey Christopher Han 
Jessica Handler Audrey Hansen Devon Hardcastle Sean Hardies Erin Hardiman 
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Samantha Harkey Della Harrington Lindsey Harrington Maxim Harris Samantha Harris 
Connor Harrison Elizabeth Hartigan James Haskell Jonathan Hassell Spencer Hastings 
Kyle Hatem Matthew Haupt David Hawk George Haydock Graham Hayslip 
Sal He Ryan Hebert Ashley Helm Scot Heln Karin Henrickson 
Kelly Hlgglns Scott Hlgglns Jennifer Hildreth Katie Hlll Stephanie Hlll 
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Morgan Hilow lsaac Hirschfeld Leah Hixon Kimberly Hixson Michael Hlushuk 
Kathleen Hodge Emily Hodgman Risa Hoffman Kelsey Hogan Kelly Hollingworth 
Sydney Holloman-Pressley William Holmes Alexandra Holsberg Kathryn Homan Alex Horgan 
Kristine Horn Stacy Horne Patrick Horrigan George Hotton Michael Houldsworth 
Michael Houle Megan Houstle Geoff Howe Emily Hoyt Jason Hsu 
I 
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Kellie Hummel Will Humphrey Jenna Hunt Molly Hunt Eliza Hunt-Hawkins 
Kimberly Hunter Haley Hunziker Sophi.a Hur Erin Hussey Lisa Hyrniewich 
Marissa laccono Jihyon lm Natasha Ingersoll Benjamin lnni.s Ben lrwin 
Justin lsabelle Sarah lske Arber lsufaj Erin Jackson Alicia Jacobs 
Stefan Jadaszewski Kimberly Jarry . Abigail Jenkins Samuel Jenness Jenny Jing 
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Cynthia Joachi.mpUlai. Melanie Johnson Michael Johnson Alex Jones Ashley Jones 
Brittany Jones Eric Jones Kristin Jones Matt Jones Katharine Jordan 
Kaitlin Joseph YeranJung Kelly Juster Sarni.ya Kalloo Alex Kaminski. 
Kim Kanci.r Anthony Kane Kavin Kang Chrissy Karazurna Alex Keane 
Erin Keane Ryan Keene Joseph Kelley Josi.ah Kelsall Kate Kennedy 
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Kristin Kennedy Kara Kenney Jake Kenyon Pan Kerdkrung Robyn Keriazes 
Natalie Kerman Maxwell Kheboian Jessica Kierstead Kelsey Kiley Britney Kinlin 
Al Kinney-Sandefur Kaitlin Kirby Grace Kirkpatrick Seamus Kirwan Michael Klemps 
Andrew Klimm William Kluber Chelsea Kolikis Shelley Kosek Dan Kraft 
Daniel Kramer Sarah Krantz Lauren Krebs Justin Kucher Jenna Kucinskas 
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Brenda Kunz Daniel Kupferschmid David Kurtz Nicholas La Sarso Ashley Labonte 
Kaitlyn Lacourse Amber Lagasse Jeff Lajoie Evan Lake Leslie Lamarche 
Monique Lamotte Megan Landale Amy Landry Joseph Landry Rebecca Landry 
Nathan Laperle Amy Larocca Lauren Laskey Rebecca Lastra Mackenzie Laucks 







""" Zach Levesque 
Kathleen Leahy Kevin Leahy 
Ashley Lefebvre Bethany Lefebvre 
Sophia Lemire Emily Lennon 
Andrew Lessard Jodi Lessard 
Michael Levy Danielle Lewis 
Trevor Leahy Abigail Lebman 
Casey Leister Joseph Lemay 
Marie Lepine Alison Lerman 
J, 
Michael Leveille Shannon Levesque 
Jared Uamos Brooke Libby 
Megan Libby Danielle Libman Matthew Uedes Ung Lin Erik Lindgren 
Trevor Lippincott Fei.er Liu Jessi.ca Lloyd Dylan Lockard Moire Loftus 
Amber Lombard Steven Lombardi. Katherine Looney Jenna Loranger Christopher Lorenzo 
Michael Lorenzo Sarah Loschiavo Alicia Lotfey A Loughran-Lamothe 
... 
Ariana Lovenny Maggie Lubanko Michael Lungarelli. Brittany Lynch Kasey Lynch 
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Maggie Lynch Will Lynch 
Britney Maag Rheanna Mable 
Robert Macdonald Timothy Macdonald 
Caitlyn Maclellan Sarah Maclellan 


















Kelly Mahoney Janelle Mainiero Anne Makowiecki Stephanie Malanga Britney Malhotra 
Lauren Mallozzi Patricia Malone Matthew Mann Colleen Manna Audrey Mansolillo 
Dylan Manz Randi. Margey Jacqueline Marinoff Philip Markey Alissa Marks 
Samantha Marks Matthew Martin Wesley Martin James Martineau Miranda Martinos 
Sarah Maskwa Cory Mason Christie Mastriano Kelsey Matheson Stephen Maurice 
179 
Peter Maxfield Katherine Maxwell Kristin Mayo Gina Mazzola Michael Mcallister 
Ruth Mcbain Megan Mccann Ashleigh Mccarthy Jenna Mccarthy Lillian Mccarthy 
Rory Mccarthy Shaun Mccarthy Warren Mccarthy Maura Mccartney Sarah Mccausland 
Brian Mcconnell Courtney Mcdonough Ryan Mcfarlane Laura Mcgee Bridget Mcgrath 
Shauna Mcgrath Ryan Mcguire Mark Mcgwin Sean Mchugh Kathryn Mckenna 
180 
Sheldon Mckinley Sara Mckinney Megan Mclaughlin Ryan Mclaughlin Kaitlin Mcloughlin 
Kevin Mcmath Mackenzie Mcnamara Erin Mcnulty Lawrence Mcquaid Kelley Mcquillin 
James Mcwilliams James Meehan Timothy Meehan Elmir Mehuljic Alyssa Melone 
Brittany Menard Janet Mesh Lauren Messer Jason Metzenroth Brendyn Miller 
Evan Miller Courtney Mills Whitney Mills Kayla Mineau James Mistovich 
181 
Robina Mitchell Timothy Mitsopoulos Ashlynn Moerloos Jessica Moitoza Veronica Monteyro 
Gabriella Montgomery Sean Mooney Jennifer Moore Juli.a Moore Jesse Morelli 
Matthew Morganelli Michael Morin Willi.am Morley Dana Morrell Julie Morris 
Kelly Morris Alexis Morrisette Eliza Morrison Emily Morrison Wendy Morrison 
Ashley Mortenson Roseerin Moylan Ashley Mullaney Shannon Mulligan John Mulvey 
182 
Derek Mumford Stephanie Munafo Carolyn Murphy Conor Murphy Elizabeth Murphy 
Johnathan Murphy Kelley Murphy Kurt Murphy Joanna Murray 
Matthew Murray Paul Murray Jacquelyn Murtha Ashley Muse Jeanremy Mutumwa 
Bashar Nabulsi Evan Nadeau Ethan Nappen Jaime Napurano Cai.lltlin Narti.ff 
Jae Leen Nash Justin Nash Samuel Nash Brian Natale Andrea Neal 
183 
Duncan Nelson Lindsey Nelson Sarah Nerz Jessi.ca Nichols Clay Niemiec 
Ella Nilsen Gustav Nilsson Andrea Noguerira Jacquelyn Nolet Andrea Noonan Gain 
Patrick Noone Anna Norcross Erika Nordengren Samantha Norman Meaghan Nunnally 
Samuel Nute Cecely Nutting Kristen Nyholm Patrick Oboyle Christina Obrien 
Patrick Obrien Oluwaseun Odueyunebo Jared Ogden Chris Ohara Olivia Ohara 
184 
Meaghan Ohearn Satoko Okuma Danielle Olean Renee Olio Melissa Oliva 
Sarah Oliveira Rebecca Olivo Nicole Olsen Timothy Oneil Kelsey Oregan 
Ryan Ormsby Andrew Ouellette Emily Pacetti. Nathan Pai.tchel Nicole Palazzo 
Kelly Palmer Ni.colas Palmisano Dana Pandorf John Panetta Lauren Pappas 
Rebecca Paquette Alexander Parkes Melissa Parks Cassidy Parnell A Parrish-Valliere 
185 
Luigi Pasto Emily Paterson Jeremy Patnaude Connor Paydos Amanda Payea 
Amanda Payne Matthew Pearsall Hannah Peckham Shannon Peddle Johanna Pedersen 
Danielle Pegnato Juli.a Pelczarski. Ellen Pelletier Lindsay Pelletier Nick Felli.no 
Aurielle Peloquin Stephanie Pepper Austin Perea Alexa Perrelli. Courtney Perron 

































Maggie Prescott Kalina Preston Alexa Price Jilli.an Price Lauren Prince 
Rebecca Procter Antoni.ne Procyk Alli Puchlopek Kristie Pultz David Pyburn 
Kimberly Pzegeo Connor Quigley Sara Quinn Lamia Qurreh Stephen Racca 
Zac Racine Marta Raczek Natalie Raeder Alaim Rahme Samy Ramadan 
Adam Raphael Sandra Ray Sarah Reardon Emily Reddy Shelli Reed 
188 
Alyssa Reetz Michael Reilly Glenn Reiss T ollan Renner Alanna Richard 
Amy Riley Matthew Riley Kyle Rillahan Katelyn Ring Stephanie Ringland 
Markus Risch Victoria Ritchie Alison Ritrosky Martin Ritsch Amanda Rix 
Kelsey Roach Chris Roberge Brittany Roberts Christine Robichard Heather Robinson 
Charlie Roche Erica Rochefort Jared Rodriguez Diana Rodriquez Tim Roemer 
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Ben Rogers Ashley Roney Brittany Rosenthal Mary Elizabeth Ross Andrew Rossi 
Monica Rosskothen Rebecca Rothman Ryan Rothwell Samuel Rounds Shannan Roy 
William Roy David Rundle Joh Ruppertsberger Robert Ryan Samantha Rzasa 
Ann Sager Marlayne Saidnawey Americo Saintamaria Alex Sakovits Allison Sakvits 
Keyla Salazar Eric Sales Lauren Salters Nicholas Salvatore Gregory Samuel 
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Katherine Santiago Sean Santos Matt Santry Tyler Sargent Olga Satronyuk 
John Sauerhoff Haley Saulnier Louis Saviano Dahlia Sawtelle Benjamin Sawyer 
Kurtis Sawyer Patrick Scanlon Alana Scannell Alexa Schaffer Raynalde Schagen 
Robert Schartner Agnes Schissel Rachel Schleker Caitlin Schlesinger 














Christopher Schwab Ryan Schwalbenberg Anni.e Seekins 
Eryn Sellarole Nicole Selnau James Sevi.gng 
Jenni.fer Sheehan Jamie Sheppard Patrick Sherwood 
Emily Shotland Andrea Si.emi.anowski. Nicole Silva 
Anthony Si.mboli. Jenny Simpson Samantha Sinclair 
s----~-
Joseph Sinotte Christie Si.tthi.xay Julie Skafidas Heather Skehan Kelsey Skilli.n 
Samantha Sloane Rachel Sluder Devon Smith Emi.lySmi.th Jeremy Smith 
Kaylee Smith Meghan Smith Paige Smith Rachel Smith Taylor Smith 
Amanda Snell Sarah Snowdon Lindsey Socha Phi.lip Sophi.nos Amanda Soucy 
Gina Soule Cai.lle Souza Kelly Spencer Kaitlyn Spink Nicole Spinosa 
193 
Dalton Spoelman Chelsey Sproul Andrea Sreter Jonathan Sreter Breanna St Hilaire 
Amanda St Jean Julie St Laurent Jocelyn St Martin Ryan St Onge 
Jilli.an Stackhouse Suzanne Stadmeyer Joseph Stanek Lauren Steed Kaitlyn Stefanski. 
Kyle Stei.ke Kevin Stein Kurt Steiner Matthew Stemowski. Chaquanzha Stephenson 
Kelsie Stevens Ryan Stevens Monica Stewart Sean Stewart 
194 
Peyton Stone Kiley Strange Elizabeth Strasser Tyler Stubbs Alexander Sukys 
Alyssa Sullivan Kayla Sullivan Kelly Sullivan Meaghan Sullivan Shannon Sullivan 
ldarose Sussman Alexis Sutera Lauren Sweitzer Bethany Sylvester Alli.son T aatjes 
Rebeca Tabares Alyssa T affaro Alli.son T alt Tiffany Tang Caitlin Tappan 
Catherine Tarushka Ashley Taylor Poom T echasuki Katie Tefft Mackenzie T eren 
195 
Stephanie Terenzi.o Rhett Je Terrell Melissa Terry Tri.ci.a Thai. Jodie Therriault 
Jake Therrien Brittany Thompson Samantha Thompson Anne Thorndike Kyle Thornton 
Jane Tighe Kyle Tighe Felicia Ti.shkevi.ch Michael Titus Trent Ti.vnan 
Meghan T obi.n Tina Tomaszewski. Emkily Tondreau Anthony Tonelli. Kseni.ya Tontskaya 
Elisabeth Townsend Ki.le Townsend Berny Tran Jonathon Travers Seth Trembaly 
196 
Morgan Trepaney Sydney Tribou Benjamin Troli.o Sarah Trombley Colin Trotter 
Megan Trow Sarah Truchon Jonathan Trudeau Charles True 
Michael Tucci Rachel Tucker Alexandria Turcotte Carrie Turner Katie Turner 
Megan Turner Nicholas Tzavalas Samuel Ueda Ryan Urbon Katherine Vaccaro 
Jeremiah Van Baren Chantel Van Rossum Desirae Van Rossum John Vanderheyden Danielle Vasconcelos 
197 
--Vanessa Vasconcelos Sara Velardi Cameron Vergato Michael Verrochi Cathy Vetrone 
Theresa V\erus Randi Vines Larissa Volante Katharine Volz Andrew Walant 
Britney Walker Kevin Walker Samara Walker Daniel Wall Christopher Wallace 
Kelly Wallace Christen Walsh Kim Walsh Sarah Walshe Kara Wamsley 
Ryan Ward Victoria Ward Heather Ware Brooke Warren Lindsey Warren 
198 
Peter Wasiuk Sam Watkinson Samantha Watterson Kem Webber Catherine Webster 
lan Wedemeyer Ben Weidmann Wlll Weiser Michelle Weiss Kelsey Wellington 
Merhawi Wells Bogue Brianna Wentworth Alyssa Wessel Connor Western Woody Wetherbee 
Alexandra Wexler James Wheeler Brittany White Daniel White Jeff White 
Alexander Wied Daniel Wildermuth Wllliam Wilkinson Cedric Wllliams Celina Williamson 
199 
Jennifer Wilmot Crystal Wilson Ryan Wilson Heather Wingate Molly Winter 
Diana Wiseman Peter Wituszynski Michelle Wong Melissa Woodbury Katherine Woods 
Lucie Worthen Taylor Wright Jenny Wu Boris Yakubenkis Tara Yeaton 
Maradie Yi Justin Ykema lan Young Meghan Young Michael Young 
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We are so proud of everythin8 you 
have accomplished! We love you! 
Love, Mom & Dad 
Chere Catherine. 
Souviens-toi de ce moment juste 
avant l'envol ( debut 
universitaire), de cet elan un peu 
tou, mais toujours infiniment sage 
quite caracterise , de cette 
volonte deperseverer. Tu as se 
atteindre la plus grande reussite, 
en surmontant les epreuves et le 
plus grand bonheur possible a 
chaque fois que tu as utilise tes 
capacities naturelles. Garde 
toujours cette volonte de gouter 
le moment present. Tu pe4xetre 
fure de toi. ...... . 
Tout comme moi. Maman quit 
t'aime xxxxxxxxxxx 
Bravo Catherine!! 
Toute la famille est reunie en cette belle fin de semaine pour 
celebrer une grande reussite : ta graduation! Bravo pour tous 
les efforts, le courage et la determination que tu as eu pour 
traverser ce parcours de sport etude. Ce n'est pa rien partir 
etudier a l'etranger, dans une langue seconde et loin de vivre 
une experience inoubliable et par le fait meme de rencontrer 
l'homme de ta vie! Je te souhaite d'etre heureuse dans ce 
nouveau de part et de trouver un emploi qui saura te combler 
au quotidien. J'espere continuer de te voir aussi souvent (et 
Eric aussi!) vous etes toujours la bienvenus a la maison. Ta 
sceur qui t'aime pour la vie, Marianne xxx 
Catherine, 
Je n1ai jamais eu de donte que 
ta reussite academique et 
sportive etait a ta portee. La 
force et la determination qui 
t;habite te permettent 
d;accomplir de grandes choses. 
Le cheminement que tu as 
choisi pour faire tes etudes 
universitaires en est une 
preuve. Felicitations Catherine! 
Je suis fierde toi et n1oublie pas: 
<<Garde tes mains en avant! 
>> Papa qui t'aime xxx 
Congradulations Doudeline! 
Apres ces quatre longues annes, tu as enfiri termine. Une chapitre se 
termine, a toi d'ecire la suite qui sera, j'en suis certaine, pleine de belles 
surprises et de defis a ta hauteur. Je suis extremement fure de toi , tu as 
su depasser la barriere de la langue et faire ta place dans notre pays 
voisin. Et en ce qui concerne le ski, les montagnes seront toujours cete 
joie de vivre et ce positivisme. qui front de toi un embleme de la bonne 
humeur. Je t'aime seurette! Stephanie xxx 
Hi Catherine, 
My name is Peter Andrew. Plus 
serieusement, je voulais te faliciter 
pour tout ce que tu as accompli 
durant ces longues dermieres 
annees. Ton chemin n1a pas ere 
evident, tu as du tait preuve de 
caracere en reussissant tous tes 
projets. Feliciation Catherine tu as 
de quoi etre tres tier de toi. Je t'aime 
beaucoup, Peter Andrew xxx 
Congratulations Christenlll 
We are so very proud of your accomplishments. 
It has been a joy watching you grow from being 
a wonderful little girl into a beautiful woman. 
We wish for you many more amazing experiences 
as you graduate and go on with your life. 
Continue to be the terrific person that you are 
and know that your family 
will always love and support you. 
-
With Love and Pride, 
Mom, Dad and Megan 
~ Phebe,you have come so far, grown 
/ so much, and succeeded beyond 
anticipation. It has been a joy to see. 
Keep your focus and your good 
choices. Congratulations and 
1continued success. We are so proud 
',of your and happy for you. With all of 
our L-0-V-E, Dad, Kim, Sarah, G, 
Papa, TOH, and all of your Moore 
Family. 
Alex Freid, You've 
come a long way 
baby ....... or maybe 
not. 




Emily, Bri, and 
Alexa! 
All The Haacks 
Congratulations Callie! 
We are so proud of you. 
You won. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Cat, 
Gabbi, Mimi, & Gigi 
Greg,We are so proud of you an all 
you've accomplished. Go embrace 
your future, be happy and know that 
you are loved. 
Mom, Dad and Alex 
-
Adam, Congratulations & 
Best wishes for your future. 
Love Mom, Dad, & the Black 
Mountain Sugarhouse Gang 
We are so proud of 
you Will!! May all 
your dreams come 
true! Love,Mom & 
Dad 
Graham, Congratulations! 
We are very proud of 
everything you have 
accomplished. You have 
grahambition! Love, Mom, Dad, 
and Ellwyn 
Annie, 
Only you and your brother 
could get a rat and a cat to 
pose together. Congratulations! 
_ Love, Mom & Dad 
Congratulations Cammie! 
We are so very proud of 
you! 
Love, Mom, Dad, Tucker, 
and Caroline 
"Go confidently in the direction of your 
dreams. Live the life you have imagined." 
-Henry David Thoreau 
We are so proud of you for all you have 
achieved and all you will achieve. All our 
love, Mom, Dad, Andrea, and Gina 
Austin, 
We are so incredibly proud of your academic 
achievements. Your semester in Washington DC, 
summer internship at Pax World Management, being 
named a Presidential Scholar, and now after graduation, 
off to Egypt to research Islamic banking! Your faith has 
always, and will always, be your strength. Don't lose that. 
Keeping doing all things through Christ, which is your 
strength.And always, always remember that wherever life 
may take you, you are loved so very, very much. 
All our love, Mom, Dad, Afton, Allie, and Aidan 
Trevor, 
Congratulations on all of your 
hard work and 
accomplishments. We are so 
very proud of you. You will 
always be our superman. 
"I know the LORD is always 
with me. I will not be shaken, 
for he is right with me." 
Psalm 16:9 (NL T) 
All our love, 
Mom, Dad, Kristen, Andrew, 
Kim, Alex, & All your family 
You did it 
your way. 
Well done! 
The future belongs to those who 
believe in the beauty of their 
dreams! We are so proud of who 
you are and of what you've done 
so far with your life! Always be 
the best person yQu can be! 
Love you forever, Mom & Dad 
Congratulations, young Charles! 
Stand tall and be proud of all of your 
accomplishments over the last four years- we 
certainly are! You have become a strong, 
independent free-thinker and you can look 
forward to greater things in your future! 
All our love, Dad, Mom, Jeremiah, Heather & 
Rebecca 
Matt,all the best ln all you 
do! We are so proud of 
you and wish you 
tremendous success! We 
love you, Mom, Dad, Chris, 
and Connor 
Congratulations Katie! Believe ln 
yourself and everything ls 
possible. We are so proud of you! 
Love, Mom & Dad 
Congratulations Mike! 
Love, Mom, Alex, Steve 
and Yia yia! 
Reach for the stars! 
Shannon, we are so 
proud of you. 
Congratulations! Love, 
Dad, Mom, Chrissy, 
Bobby & John 
j 
.. 
We are so proud of your hard work and 
ecstatic about your future career at EMG! 
Rachel, We a:re so ·proud of you and remember, " 
there are no short cuts to anywhere worth going" -
Beverly Sills .... With love, Mom, Kevin, Brandon, 
and Mollie 
From the Alps to the Rockies, from the Great Bay to 
the White Mountains, paddling Deerfield and the 
Androscoggin .... an outdoor educator from the 
beginning. Congrats Jack! The future is yours. 
David Guilmette, we knew you could 
do it, Love Mom & Dad 
Congratulations Michelle! We are so proud of you! 
Much love, Mom, Dad, Jake & Liz 
Christopher, lam so very proud of all you have 
accomplished! Love, Mom 
Way to go Gary! Love, Mom 
James, we are so proud of you and all you have accomplished and we 
know you will succeed in whatever llf e holds for you! 
Congratulations Katie! We are so proud of you and all that you have 
accot~pllshed. We know that you will have a bright future. Love, Mom 
and Dad 
Alexandria, may your dreams take you to the most special places your 
heart has ever known- All our love, your family 
The future begins today so dream big, live wisely, and love with all your heart. 
You have been making us proud since the day you were born. We love you! 
Mom, Dad & Bailey 
John Panetta, Congratulations! Job well done. 
Christopher, Pal, we are so very proud of you! Love 
you, Mom & Dad 
Congratulations Kasey! We a re all very proud of 
you! LLL! 
To our Katie: So proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad, Boots, Bandit & Bentley 
Congratulations Philip, we are very proud of you! Faith will be 
rewarded! 
r. 
May your llf e of adventures, the love in your soul, show the corners of 
your smiles, wherever you go! Love Mom, Dad & Parker 
Onward to PT Doctorate! So proud of you Heather! Luv, 
Mom&Dad 
Querido Matrin, estoy muy orgullosa de vos. TQM. 
Marni 
Samantha; really proud of you Big Sis! l 
will n1iss you next year. Love ya!- Heather 
Caitlin, We are very proud of YOU and all you have --
accomplished! We look forward to being a part of your 
great future. Love, Mom & Dad 
Katelyn Ring, we could say we are proud of you, but that would be 
quite an understatement. We love you, Mom & Dad 
Katelyn, go confidently in the direction of your 
dreams. Live the life you have imagine. Love, Auntie 
Katelyn Ring, you only live once, 
Congratulations! Love, En1ily & Stephen 
Congratulations Sara Dillinghan1! ! You did 
it! Love, Mon1 
Joe, you have come so far and accomplished so much, we are incredibly 
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